Abstract. This research paper attempts to investigate the behavior of non-financial firms towards the use of trade credit. State owned firms are considered as more credit worthy and the bank loan is easily available to them. We hypothesized that the state owned firms do not face any problem to obtain bank loans. According to trade credit literature the firms with better access to bank loans have a better capacity to grant goods on credit. We have also hypothesized that the bank loan availability makes the non-financial firms able to increase the level of trade credit supply. On the other hand, the bank loan availability makes the non-financial firms able to decrease the level of trade credit demand. We have applied Pooled Ordinary Least Square to estimate the relationship between bank loan availability and the behavior of firms towards the use of trade credit. The results of the study explain that bank loan is easily available to state owned firms and they are also interested to extend more trade credit to their buyers. Most of our results are in line with the theories of trade credit and the previous empirical findings.
Introduction
Trade credit is a contract where firms buy goods on credit form their suppliers. These suppliers have good access to the financial institutions and markets and thus they arrange finance based on their reputation and size. This makes these suppliers a financial intermediary in this whole setup. In light of redistribution effect [1] explains that suppliers extend financing in shape of trade credit to deprived firms. Basically, trade credit is a two tier contract where a non-financial firm performs two functions simultaneously. In tier 1 non-financial firm obtain goods from its supplier on account and mention them as account payables in the balance sheet. In tier 2, when the seller grant goods on account to customers then this transaction will be recorded as account receivables in the balance sheet.
In most of the countries like China, bank loan is not easily available to non state owned firms as compared to state owned firms. The World Bank Report (2000) states that, in China, non state owned firms have received less than one percent of total bank loans in late 1990s. Although bank loan was easily available to state owned firms but they were far behind from non state owned firms in growth. Being a state owned firm, either financial or non-financial firm, is considered as creditworthy. [2] Have mentioned that state owned firms always have a safe side in obtaining financing from state owned financial institutions. After analyzing the data from 1989 to 1991 collected from 370 cities of China, they have mentioned that it is straightforward for state owned firms to obtain bank loans as compare to non-state owned firms. Another study [3] have mentioned that, although privately funded firms contributes in 20 percent of total industrial output in China but still, state owned banks are biased in their lending behavior towards state owned firms. [4] Have investigated the data from 700 state owned enterprises and found bank lending biasness in China. [5] investigated the bank lending discrimination in China. They have mentioned that non state owned firms have an inadequate access to bank loans.
According to our best knowledge, nobody has investigated the impact of state ownership on bank loan availability in the context of Pakistan economy. Moreover, we could not find any study that examined the relationship between bank loan availability and trade credit supply. [6] Remainder of the study is organized as follows. Data and methodology section describes the sample selected for the study, preliminary data analysis and econometric methodology. Results and discussion section contains the results obtained. Finally, conclusion of the study has been presented.
Data and Methodology
We have collected the data from the non-financial firms which are owned by Government of Pakistan and those which are listed at The Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE). Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for the overall selected sample for this study. As discussed earlier, these statistics proofs that as the overall mean value of TCD is greater than the mean value of TCS, on average non-financial firms in Pakistan demand more trade credit than they would like to extend trade credit. On the other hand variation in TCD data set is greater than the variation in data set of TCS. By looking at the minimum and maximum values of the other independent variables, they are indicating that extreme values do not exist in the ratios of these variables.
In this research paper we have used the Pooled Ordinary Least Square (POLS) to observe the relationship between state ownership, bank loan availability and trade credit supply. We have estimated different models to explore such relationship. [7] also found the relationship between bank loan availability and the behavior of non-financial firm towards the use of trade credit. Our study is different in a way that we are using the state ownership as the measure of bank loan availability. Rather they have used different relationship measures to estimate the bank loan availability. Equation (1) is used to find the relationship between the state ownership and bank loan availability. Equation (2) is used to find the relationship between the state ownership and trade credit supply that is our core hypothesis. Equation (3) is used to explain the relationship between the state ownership and trade credit supply BL it = β 0 + β 1 SO i + β 2 NI it + β 3 FA it + β 4 INV it + β 5 Size it + ε it .
(1)
TCD it = β 0 + β 1 SO i + β 2 NI it + β 3 FA it + β 4 INV it + β 5 Size it + ε it . (3) Where, TCS is trade credit supply which is measured as account receivables/total assets. TCD is trade credit demand that is the ratio of accounts payables to total liabilities. Bank loan (BL) is the ratio of short term bank loan to total assets. Net income (NI) is calculated as net income divided by total assets. Fixed assets (FA) are divided by total assets. Inventory (INV) is the ratio of inventory to total assets. Size is natural logarithm of total assets. All formulas and ratios which are used for these control variables are derived from the previous studies [8] [9] [10] [11] on trade credit. Table 2 contains the information regarding relationship between state ownership, bank loan availability and trade credit use. We tried to prove our first hypothesis that due to back of the Government, bank loan is easily availabletrade to these non-financial firms. We have also used net income, fixed assets, inventory and size of the firm as the determinants of bank loan availability. In column (1) we have found that state ownership is the significant determinant of short term bank loan availability. The positive and larger value of the coefficient indicates that if a firm is backed by Government it would leads to the great opportunities for short term bank loans in Pakistan. This result proves our first hypothesis that bank loan is easily available to state owned firms in Pakistan. We have also reported the value of adjusted R-square as this value may overcome the problem of simple R-square. We have found the 59 percent adjusted R-square which is satisfactory value for the model. The probability value of the F-statistic is indicating that the model used to determine the level of short term bank loan availability is significant.
Results and Discussion
Column (2) contains the information about the relationship between state ownership and trade credit supply. Our results are in line with the second hypothesis. The results are indicating that state ownership is the signal of bank loan availability and in the presence of bank loan availability non-financial firms increase their level of trade credit supply. Positive and significant value of the variable state ownership indicates that a percent increase in state ownership would lead to 7 percent increase in trade credit supply. Results of the control variables are line with the previous findings of [8, 10] .
Column (3) explains the relationship between state ownership and trade credit demand. Results of the variable of state ownership explain that state ownership does not have any effect on trade credit demand. Negative and insignificant values of the variable of state ownership explain an insignificant relationship between state ownership and trade credit demand. Larger the value of R-square is an indication that the regression line is the good representative of the observations. In the third model of trade credit demand, the R-square of the model is 12 percent which is quite satisfactory. The study has also reported the value of Adjusted R-square that may overcome the problem of simple R-square. The study has found the 10 percent adjusted R-square which is again a satisfactory value for the model of determinants of trade credit demand. The significant value of F-statistic indicates towards the significance of the model of trade credit demand. 
Conclusion
This study investigates the relationship between bank loan availability and the behavior of non-financial firms towards the use of trade credit. Annual data have been collected from non-financial firms of Pakistan. We have also created a dummy variable to identify the state owned firms. Because we hypothesized that bank loan is easily available to state owned firms. Moreover, bank loan availability leads firms towards the granting goods on credit. After applying Pooled Ordinary Least Square (POLS) method we have found that state ownership is the significant determinant of short term bank loan availability. In addition, the state owned firms share their goods on account with the deprived buyers. In this way their size of trade credit supply increases. We have also found an insignificant relationship between state ownership and trade credit demand. It has also been observed that firms with large fixed assets are less interested to use trade credit transactions. We have found that firms which have large investment in fixed assets also hesitate to get involved in credit transaction. Results indicate that firms with large inventories are also less interested to grant goods on credit but they are interested to receive goods on credit from their suppliers. It is may be due to the fact that they want to make their sales on cash and accumulation of inventory results in the short of liquidity. According to trade credit literature the firms with short of liquidity also interested to increase the size of the trade credit transactions. In the similar fashion, we have noticed that an increase in the size of the firm leads to decrease the level of trade credit supply and increase in the level of trade credit demand. It can be hypothesized that non-financial firms which are capable to obtain bank loan are interested to grant trade credit only to that group of non-financial firms which maintained the relationships with similar bank or their redistributed behavior remain similar for all type of non-financial firms. Due to data limitations this study cannot observe such relation. Moreover, we cannot establish a group of those non-financial firms which have equity relationship with similar banks. This is the open call for researchers to establish these groups and analyze redistribution hypothesis of trade credit according to formulated groups.
